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Digital platforms change the way marketers think about and use branded entertainment

T

hese days, it’s hard to imagine a
company turning down a chance
to showcase its products — for free —
on a hit TV show. But back in 1993,
the producers of Seinfeld had a hard
time finding a candymaker willing to
let the hapless Kramer enthuse about
its product so vigorously he wound up
dropping a confection into the open
chest cavity of a surgical patient.
M&M’s and Lifesavers said no. So did
other name-brand candies. Finally,
Junior Mints said yes, and the rest is
branded entertainment history, forever
preserved on YouTube.
That kind of exposure, though
hugely valuable, is lightning in a bottle,
never to be captured again. Today,
the better deal is “branded engagement.” While it has a similar name to
branded entertainment, the concept
is totally different.

“The reason branded entertainment will always be valuable is because
there are so few opportunities for really great executions.”
— Rob Donnell, President of Brand Arc
Branded Entertainment AOR for Toyota

Branded engagement is what happens
when you create branded content
on a digital platform. The process
amplifies the message, delivering
results that are more strategic to marketers than plain old vanilla branded
entertainment.
The simple fact is that branded
entertainment is a one-time occurrence; branded engagement multiplies
the “lightning in a bottle” by integrating
great content across digital platforms.
Who cares about branded content
on digital platforms? Mail Online and
Digiday commissioned primary

research on the topic, and the findings
are impressive:
•

83 percent of all marketers
surveyed had done a branded
content program on a digital
platform.

•

Only online video ranked higher
(by one percent) in a ranking of
most effective tactics for achieving
brand objectives.

•

69 percent of marketers surveyed
said they’d increase their spend
on digitally distributed branded
content in the next year.
Continued on Page 2

Branded Engagement, Continued from Page 1

“Everyone wants it; it’s just a question of getting the budget for it.
And those who hold the purse strings are finally coming around because
the numbers are there.”

Branded engagement is pervasive,
ranks at the top for delivering brand
objectives, and will be on the agenda
of a majority of marketers by 2014.
They know they need to catch the
lightning, but also make it linger.
Branded engagement helps do that.
When branded entertainment utilizes
digital platforms, it’s just as powerful
as any advertising medium. Some
marketers would argue that, because
it amplifies the messaging, branded
engagement is the most powerful platform that marketers have today.

— Verbatim quote from the Branded Content State of the Industry Survey

Key Learnings for Marketers
•

With digital, your branded content platform engages consumers
and delivers metrics that meet key brand objectives.

•

Branded engagement delivers more consumer value.

•

Effective branded
engagement programs
are relevant, informative,
and entertaining, and
typically go viral.

Have you employed Branded Content for
Advertising Purposes in the last year?
Agencies

Brands

I don’t know
4%

I don’t know
4%

New Research

No
19%

No
47%
Yes
70%

Branded Content by the Numbers
Brands/Agencies: What is your PREFERRED method of measuring the
effectiveness of your branded content marketing?
Agencies

20%
8%

Click-Throughs to Branded Website

9%

Proven Reach of our Target Audience

5%

We're Just About the Thought Leadership So We
Don't Measure It
Brand Lift

|

25%

Search

30%
Email

14%
Mobile
Display

24% of
Brands

17% of
Agencies

64%

25%

Social

2%
0%
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67%

Branded Content

10%

7%

26%

Video

13%

1%
3%

What prevented you or your
clients from investing more in
branded content marketing?

2

32%

13%

10%

The number of Times our Branded Content is
Shared or Tweeted

Downloads of our App or Subscriptions to our
Regular Content Feed

Most Important/Critical
More Important

16%
13%

The Number of Times it is Clicked On or Watched

Share of Voice on our Media Partners' Websites

Brands: Rate the following tactics for their
ability to achieve your branding objectives?

Brands

Increased Sales

Yes
77%

56%
25%
42%
17%
28%
14%
50%
9%
39%

“Nothing,
we are fully
committed!”
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Case Study

Legacy Makes an Impression on Teens
Teenage boys don’t
listen to anyone. If you
accept this as true, then
you have to wonder
how product marketers
can persuade teenagers. Think about it. This is an age
where boys won’t listen to the parents who put food in
their stomachs and a roof over their heads. Why would
they change their behavior based on a TV, radio, outdoor,
or Internet ad? And what if the message was to “stop
smoking” — something some of the “cool kids” are
doing? As the sign that greets you driving into Brooklyn
says, “fuhgeddaboudit!”
This is the backdrop to the story behind a case study for
the truth®, a youth smoking prevention campaign from
Legacy®, formerly known as the American Legacy Foundation. Put simply, the in-house and agency team working
on truth found a solution to this complicated teenage
scenario with a brilliant branded entertainment platform. Legacy’s media-buying agency PHD took a branded
entertainment idea and executed it across a digital platform. This created a set of branded engagement results.
Aimee Duell, Green Room, and truth knew that reaching
teenage boys would be no picnic. X-Games, skateboards, and Screenvision were all platforms that had
been used to message their target audience. Everyone
involved knew they needed to do something different.
The story of truth and X-Box Kinect starts with truth
“gear” — fashionable clothing items and giveaways that
illustrate tobacco-related facts in a cool manner. Gear
products are one of the means in which truth gets out
its powerful messages, without preaching. The “without
preaching” part is really hard, and this is where the
success of the whole program pivots.

In the contest, users submitted their best dance moves, and
they had the option of incorporating both Dance Central and
truth branding into their finished products. As users reviewed
contest rules and submitted their entries, they learned about
the shirts featured in the game and how they tied to truth’s
message. When laid out like this, you can see that truth and
its partners met their objectives by offering another channel
for teens to engage with, creating buzz around the brand and
tying everything back to core messages.
The integration was supported with media and integrations on
MTV networks, VH-1, and on X-Box channels.
By delivering a platform where the audience creates and
rates content, Duell and team delivered an authentic message
consistent with truth’s objective. Smart leveraging of media
delivered on the truth’s goals for the campaign:
•

Buzz in the social space

•

Visits to the microsite

•

Social friends and followers

•

Paid impressions and earned impressions

•

Emails collected through contest registration

truth also looked at the value of hard-coding its gear into
Dance Central. Permanently.

Music is also key to truth’s multichannel efforts to reach
teens, as are video games. When X-Box came out with
Kinect, one of the launch titles for the new gaming platform was Dance Central. By outfitting a few dancers
with truth gear, American Legacy was able to integrate
powerful messages in a way that would break through
to their very tough teen customers. Users familiar with
the in-game truth gear were able to connect truth and its
message with another element of their lifestyle: gaming.
In addition to the launch of the Kinect technology and
the Dance Central game, truth generated an online video
contest, inspired by the Dance Central game concept.
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Case Study

DuPont Expands its Horizons
The Junior
Mints episode
of Seinfeld
is a brilliant
example of branded entertainment.
We remember funny brand integrations and ones that pull on the
heartstrings, like Reese’s Pieces in
the film E.T. The work that Ogilvy
did for DuPont, however, delivers a
tone with more gravitas.
The branded engagement series,
called The Horizons Project,
engages consumers with the idea
that Dupont is transforming its
business to help solve the world’s
problems.
To start the conversation, DuPont
and Ogilvy used branded entertainment in the form of a
20-episode television series called
Horizons. The series addresses
questions such as: Who will feed
the world? Who will reduce depen-
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dence on fossil fuels? Who will keep
people safe from harm?
The Ogilvy team also created a
12-episode short documentary series
to complement the Horizons television show and highlight the multitiered relationships that have resulted
in solutions to address the world’s
greatest challenges. Each two-minute
documentary highlights the inventive
thinking, materials, and science that
enable solutions. The short films reach
audiences directly through broadcast, premiering as the sole commercial break alongside each 30-minute
episode of Horizons. The films also air
on DuPont’s YouTube channel (www.
YouTube.com/DuPont) as their own
online videos.
Furthermore, DuPont leveraged
the films throughout the campaign
period through top industry PR channels, thought leadership events, trade
shows, and internal channels to get

clients, customers, and employees
excited about the impact their work
is having on real people.
Digital pulls together The Horizons
Project with a microsite that complements the TV series, providing regularly updated content. Viewers can
directly engage with video, blog, and
social media content.
Impressive Horizons series success
metrics:
•

450 million households reached
worldwide

•

Two million YouTube channel views
in the first two months

•

13,265 likes on Facebook

•

5,000,000 earned impressions

•

428,000,000 total media
impressions

•

12 industry awards, including
Cannes
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Case Study

Ubisoft Kills with Assassin’s Creed III
The combined marketing power of music, gaming, and YouTube came together to create
unheard-of awareness and excitement for the release of Assassin’s Creed III. Ubisoft hired
Medialink and Alloy Digital to pull off this not-so-simple execution. The company also enlisted
the wildly popular duo Smosh to re-create the game trailer. That re-creation went live on the
Smosh YouTube channel. The rest is epic!
Massive Video Reach
•

Total views generated to date: 23.8MM+
 494 percent over-delivery on 3MM view goal

Strong Video Engagement:
•

Video likes: 318,044+

•

Video comments: 121,500+

•

Video favorites: 82,800+

•

Approval rating: 97 percent

•

143,000+ viewers driven to Assassin’s
Creed III game via video distribution text

Significant Fan Engagement on Facebook and Twitter:
•

Facebook post views: 596,900+

•

Facebook post comments: 2,400+

•

Posted to 2.9MM+ Twitter followers:
 Original Smosh post to Smosh’s 1.5MM+ followers were re-tweeted to an additional 1.4MM+ news feeds

SEO Benefits:
•

New links for Assassin’s Creed III from online activity: 5.5MM+

Outperformed Industry Standards:

5
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•

Smosh.com pre-roll CTR: 1.77 percent (97 percent above industry standard

•

Smosh YouTube pre-roll CTR: 1.99 percent (119 percent above industry standard)

•

Smosh.com takeover skin: 1.97 percent (97 percent above industry standard)
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Case Study

Smirnoff Perfects Online Promotion
Smirnoff used branded engagement to tackle an important objective: help customers have fun
at home with friends. Apparently, it’s a message worth repeating.
The Perfect Evening Guide, developed by Mail Online achieved an enviable volume of repeat
engagements. Blending movies with eating out, music, and social media, the Perfect Evening Guide program included:
•

A free online movie rental

•

A party guide for the perfect evening

•

Recipes

•

Party playlists

•

An online social hub for participants to share information about their perfect evening

Through integrated promotion that drove consumers to the editorial hub, MailOnline.co.uk achieved repeat visits up to five,
six, and seven times. Some companies have difficulty getting consumers to sample a program once. Delivering content
that engages the target audience multiple times is a testament to both the content and the promotion vehicle.
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